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Recovering the body’s spirit with Wholebody Focusing:                                          
Letting the body come alive & show the way

People say that what we’re all seeking is a meaning for life. I don’t think that’s what we’re really seeking.
I think that what we’re seeking is an experience of being alive, [to] have resonances with our own 
innermost being… so that we actually feel the rapture of being alive.  Joseph Campbell

There is in us an instnct for newness, for renewal, for a liberaton of creatve power.  We seek to awaken
in ourselves a force which really changes our lives from within. And yet the same instnct tells us that this
change is a recovery of that which is deepest, most original, most personal in ourselves.  To be born 
again is not to become somebody else, but to become ourselves. Thomas Merton

The real aim of alchemy was to produce a corpus subtle, a transfgured and resurrected body; a body 
that was at the same tme spirit. Carl Jung

The process we want, the process we are working to engender and carry forward, is a process toward 
more life. Eugene Gendlin

Poetic Introoucction:  Troansfooroinn  nnto the oou  ofo sirnront: ooinn   cnfoodunn   roeonrothnn 

Pdotincs

Let the Socd oannsh add that unstcroos;
Let the Bou  that envedoires nt oe stidd 
Anu add the foroetn s ofo the Bou  
Anu add that scroroocnus nt.
Let Earoth anu Sea anu Anro oe stidd
Anu Heaven ntsedfo.
Anu then det the Bou  thnnk
Ofo the Sirnront as stroeainn   irocronn  
Rcshnn  anu shnnnn  nnto nt forooi
Add snues ihnde nt stanus qcnet.
 

The Unseen Poiero- Rcin

We aroe the octe  ocro icsnc ns add Thnne;
We aroe the iocntanns echonn  ond  Thee;
Anu iovest to uefoeat oro vnctoro ;
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Lnons eiodazoneu hn h on oa s cnfocrodeu-
The  innu nnvnsnode sieeirs cs throoc h the iorodu.

 The oou  ns dnke Maro - Rcin

 The oou  ns dnke Maro  anu each ofo cs has a Jescs nnsnue.
Who ns not nn daoocro  hod  daoocro? Evero  croeatcroe ns.
See the vadce ofo troce arot ihen the earoth oro a socd ns nn the ioou to croeate oeact  
fooro the intness in ht then fooro a ioient knoi oe onu
an  uocot  Gou ns roeadd  theroe inthnn 
so nnnocentd  uroainn  dnfoe forooi cs inth Hero ciondncad cnnverose 
thoc h adso neeunn  to oe ooron   es Gou adso neeus to oe ooron  onroth forooi a hanu’s dovnn  tocch  onroth 
forooi a son  oroeathnn  dnfoe nnto thns iorodu.
The oou  ns dnke Maro   anu each ofo cs  each ofo cs  has a Chronst inthnn.
 
Hnunn  nn thns ca e- Kaonro
hnunn  nn thns ca e

ofo vnsnode iatero

ns the nnvnsnode dnfoeonrou

ira  atention to hero

she ns snn nn   ocro son 

Lorou ofo i  dnfoe- Ta oroe

Renei the odu nn ie nn foroesh foorois ofo uedn ht;
anu det the ieuunn  coie once a ann nn
a nei ceroeion  ofo dnfoe.

Inneroiost one- Ta oroe

He nt ns  the nnneroiost one 
iho aiakens i  oenn  inth hns ueeir hnuuen tocches.

… He nt ns iho ieaves the ieo ofo thns ia a
nn evanescent hces ofo  odu anu sndvero  odce anu  roeen 
anu dets ireeir oct throoc h the foodus hns foeet 
at ihose tocch I fooro et i sedfo.

Da s coie anu a es irass 
anu nt ns evero he iho ioves i  hearot nn ian  a naie 
nn ian  a  cnse  nn ian  a roairtcroe ofo jo  anu ofo sororooi.
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BLESSED LONGING- Goethe

Tedd no one edse  ond  the inse

Foro the crooiu indd sneero at one

I insh to irroanse ihat ns focdd  adnve

What don s to oaie toiarou ueath.

A tearo anu a sinde- K. Gnoroan

…Anu so uoes the sirnront oecoie seiraroateu forooi 
The  roeatero sirnront to iove nn the iorodu ofo iatero 
Anu irass as a cdocu overo the iocntann ofo sororooi 
Anu the irdanns ofo jo  to ieet the oroeeze ofo ueath 
Anu roetcron ihence nt caie.

To the ocean ofo Love anu Beact ----to Gou.             

A vnsnt forooi insuoi- K. Gnoroan         
The ian  oooks anu the stroan e iraterons anu
Beactifocd thoc hts aroe the shaues ofo those sirnronts
That caie iheroe  oc ieroe coie. The iorous that  oc
Do ieave aroe a oonu oetieen  oc anu  ocro orootheros. 
The concdcsnons   ronevocs anu jo ocs  aroe the
Seeus that the irast unu scatero nn the fedu ofo the
Sirnront to oe roeaireu o  the foctcroe. That  octh iho
Pda s inth  ocro uesnroes ns he iho indd oiren the uooro
Ofo  ocro hearot to det entero the dn ht. Thns earoth inth
The evero oiren iocth ns the savnoro ofo  ocro sirnront forooi
The oou 's sdavero 

I ai too icch adone nn thns iorodu  et not adone…. Rndke                
I iant to inrorooro  ocro nia e to nts focddest irerofoection             
nevero oe odnnu oro too odu to cirhodu                      
 ocro ien ht  iaveronn  roeoection.               
I iant to cnfoodu.     

Pcshnn  throoc h- Rndke

Yoc oe the iastero: iake  ocrosedfo feroce  oroeak nn:         
then  ocro  roeat troansfooroinn  indd hairiren to ie           
anu i   roeat  ronefo cro  indd hairiren to  oc.
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As once the inn eu enero   ofo uedn ht- Rndke

the irateron  roois ioroe nntroncate anu scotde 
anu oenn  sieirt adon  ns not enoc h.

Take  ocro irroacticeu iroieros anu stroetch thei oct
cntid the  siran the chasi oetieen tio
controaunctions...Foro the  ou
iants to knoi hnisedfo nn  oc. 

Wndu Geese- M. Odnvero

Yoc uo not have to oe  oou.
Yoc uo not have to iadk on  ocro knees
fooro a hcnuroeu indes throoc h the ueserot  roeirentin .
Yoc ond  have to det the sof anniad ofo  ocro oou  dove ihat nt doves.

Foro a nei oe nnnnn - John O’Donohce

Thoc h  ocro uestination ns not  et cdearo                                                                                                               Yoc
can trocst the irrooinse ofo thns oirennn ;                                                                                                       Unfocrod 
 ocrosedfo nnto the  roace ofo oe nnnnn                                                                                                          That ns at 
one inth  ocro dnfoe’s uesnroe.

Aiaken  ocro sirnront to auventcroe;        
Hodu nothnn  oack  dearon to fnu ease nn ronsk                                                                                                       
Soon  oc indd oe hoie nn a nei roh thi                                                                                                                 
Foro  ocro socd senses the iorodu that aiants  oc.

I iocdu dove to dnve dnfoe dnke a ronvero oois  caroroneu o  the scroirronse ofo nts oin cnfoodunn .

John O’Donohce

The Jocrone - D. Wh te

..Yoc aroe not deavnn .

Even as the dn ht foaues qcnckd  noi 

 oc aroe aroronvnn .
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The Dooroia  to the M stero   (R. Moon….Anknuo teachero)

Feednn  the ioient
 o to a irdace nn  ocrosedfo 
uon’t knoi
uon’t knoi the octcoie 
soiethnn  hairirens 
a sense ofo enero   
roeadd  nt’s jcst a foeednn  
 nve foeednn  ioroe atention 
roecenve ioroe enero   
nn the cncondnn  anu enfoodunn  enero   ns the  cnuance ofo the cnnverosad nnteddn ence 
Scuuend  the focnnnest stcf 
starots to hairiren nn  ocro dnfoe.

Lost- D. Wa onero (forooi Native Aieroncan iroei)

Stanu stidd. 
The troees aheau anu the ocshes oesnue  oc Aroe not dost. 
Wheroevero  oc aroe ns caddeu Heroe  
Anu  oc icst troeat nt as a iroierofocd  sstroan ero  
Mcst ask ireroinssnon to knoi nt anu oe knoin. 
The fooroest oroeathes. Lnsten. It ansieros  
I have iaue thns irdace aroocnu  oc  
Ifo  oc deave nt  oc ia  coie oack a ann  sa nn  Heroe.
No tio troees aroe the saie to Raven. 
No tio oroanches aroe the saie to Wroen. 
Ifo ihat a troee oro a ocsh uoes ns dost on  oc  
Yoc aroe scroed  dost. Stanu stidd. 
The fooroest knois Wheroe  oc aroe. 
Yoc icst det nt fnu  oc.

G. Nororons

The socd deairs anu ocrons fooro nts oin jo .
Ocro iorok ns not to oe efcnent
oro focnctionad  oct to oe adnve 
anu niieroseu nn the cnfoodunn 
oeact  ofo add that ns.

Groeat Sirnront- Hanoochn (Native Aieroncan irroa ero) 

Groeat Sirnront  ave ie sirecnad inn s  caddnn  ie to soaro
M  troansfooroieu oou  noi coiirdete …
I o  on the inn s ofo dove. 
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I. Theoretical foundations of Wholeood� Focusing:e revitaliiing: the ood� & recovering: its spiirit

The philosopher David Michael Levin has said that “[The] living body of the spirit…is… 

the only authentic ‘body of knowledge,’… the body in its ontological wholeness.” Most of us, 

however, live in a rather narrow and limited embodiment, one that has already been 

conditioned to restrict or forget the original connectedness, wisdom, beauty and aliveness of 

the natural body of spirit. When we become disconnected from our original body, we have lost 

touch with the primal feld of energies, vibrancies, openness and aliveness. Instead we. embody

various forms of condition paterns and repetitive reactions.

Yet, our living body knows how to retrieve and recover its spirit, the innate life energy, 

inherent power, force and vitality, that pre-existed trauma and is still implicitly functioning 

regardless of severity of traumatic events or repetitive paterns. When allowed to do so, 

through Focusing with our whole body, the living body has the capacity to call us back, a 

movement toward retrieving, recovering and restoring its natural spirit, the felt sense of our 

natural body. WBF is thus the process of revitalizing the body, i.e. reawakening it vital energy, 

life-force in order to give new life to our whole embodied being in the world.

This group will thus be a journey “back,” to reconnect with and restore the deeper body 

of spirit. The depth and breadth of this body is still functioning, holding the promise of 

retrieving the “child of joy,” the primordial awareness of our inherent aliveness, innocence, 

vitality, and beauty. Like the wild stallion running free on the plains, our inner spirit is this 

region of untamed and unharmed energy. We will explore how to go through the layers of our 

conditioned ways of being, in order to make contact with the spirit-body- the life-force and 

energy that is imbedded within paterns, stances and symptoms. And we will learn how to 

reclaim and reanimate the vibrancy of the body of infancy, to embody this space of spirit, so 

that the unrealized and undeveloped aspects of spirit can be transformed into deeper and more

enlightened ways of relating and living.
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We will be exploring and experiencing Wholebody Focusing- using our whole body as a 

resonating instrument, through grounded presence i.e. the embodied sense of Being Here as a 

whole living organism. We will create a safe and supportive space to welcome the coming of 

inner directed movement, following the emergence of life energy, and letng it show us those 

places in our living body that need atention for deeper healing and recovery. Through 

connecting with the whole body, we activate a larger awareness and sensitive atuning to the 

movement of spirit through the living body, fowing within us, between us and around us. This 

transformational process enables us to participate in the healing of ourselves, the healing of 

each other and the healing of the world.

The spiirit of the living: ood�

Spirit comes from the Latin spiritus (breath), meaning the animating principle or force of

life. Spirit is thus the experiencing of a vital life force and energy, one that transcends our 

immediate situation, history and conceptual knowledge. The living body already implicitly 

contains the knowledge and awareness of this dimension – and our main focus in this group will

be to tap into, awaken, and experience the coming of the body spirit. Whole body focusing 

involves the awakening, activating, and embodying this vital life force – the energy and 

movement of spirit through the living body. Spiritedness is our inherent, natural, and original 

way of being in the world – the body of joyful wisdom, the child’s body of joy. In this group we 

will explore ways to reconnect with, restore, and recover our innate embodied spiritedness. It is

the energy and impetus of spirit that vitalizes our body, and that enhances our vitality.

Spirit refers to one’s mood, comportment, and disposition – as well as referring to the 

real or genuine meaning of something, its true intent. Spirit also signifes a kind of intuitive 

perception, the keenness or lucidity of insight and awareness. Thus, the spirit of our living body 

is felt as inherently meaningful and purposeful. It reveals and directly expresses our moods. The 

body’s vital spirit also brings us closer to the primal energies and primordial sense of our 

Natural Body, the awareness of and openness to: beauty, awe, wonder, enchantment, 

liveliness, expressiveness, freedom, exuberance, intuitiveness, uninhibitedness, sensitiveness 

and connectedness. The force of our vital spirit is always moving to restore our capacity to 
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experience and embody these qualities. In WBF, we strive to harness the energy of the body’s 

spirit, trusting its innate intelligence to move us toward what is best, most alive, healthy and 

vital for the whole of our organism. This is the elixir, whose power and infuence transforms us.

WBF used in this context will be much more than solving individual problems or making 

specifc life decisions. Of course these are important and ofen essential to our well-being. 

However, I have found that WBF can have a more profound transformational eeect – 

reawakening and restoring our full aliveness as embodied beings – letng the body show us the 

way toward reconnecting with the vital life force and energy that lies within us, between us, 

and around us. This vitality ofen is embedded within our symptoms and paterns, emotional 

reactions, and posturalllife stances. As we allow the body to come alive, we invite and welcome

what happens (or wants to happen) of its own- from within the body’s own life-force and 

energy. This is the path toward retrieving, restoring and recovering our natural energies and 

impulses- now held within the container of the whole body. Through letng the body unfold in 

its own way, these energies begin to interweave, transforming and reintegrating into the body’s

wholeness. 

The ood�’s spiirit as the vital energ:� of our life-force

Beneath, within, and beyond our conditioned and unconscious paterns lies an inner 

wellspring of wisdom and vitality that knows how to unwind our stress and traumas, as well as 

how to restore the connection with our natural body and natal spirit.  The very symptoms of 

stress and trauma—and the embodied paterns that keep us from living the fullness of our 

being—contain the precise information and life energy to move toward their own healing. This 

vital force or impetus has been called many names- e.g. life-force, elan vital; spark of life; soul; 

vital spirit; chi; prana; tao. It has also been referred to as our personal elan, the feeling of life or 

living that can be directly sensed in a bodily felt way. This feeling or felt sensing of life or a life-

force has a long philosophical tradition called vitalism. Wholebody Focusing is based on the 

vitalist notion that a living organism contains a life-force or power, one that has a trajectory and

a directedness of its own. The body’s life-force or vital spirit is inherently self-organizing and 

self-creating, striving toward new forms, new ways of being. This vital force carries within itself 
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the potential, an inner knowing of our essence. It’s energy is truly the spirit of the living 

organism that, when allowed to do so, will naturally evolve toward its soul, the being of the 

organism, its essential whole. 

  In WBF, we call this impetus or force the body’s spirit, an intelligence that carries 

potential knowing of a more right, optimal, enlivened and wholistic way of living. When we 

allow the body to become more fully alive, this natural Source of energy and wisdom 

eeortlessly awakens, showing us the way toward restoring our Natural Body, leading us toward 

reconnecting with lost places within and retrieving the treasures held there. The body’s vital 

life-force is felt as an energy, an inner arising impulse that will show us new possibilities for 

living and being- as well as moving toward becoming our True unique individual Self. Our 

journey will follow the body’s natural unfolding of the new life and new awareness that 

emerges when we invite the body to come alive.  

WBF is based on awakening and harnessing the body’s vital force, an inner arising 

energy that guides us, that shows us the way. The body shows us our usual bodily ways of 

being- our already formed paterns, the prima materia. We then allow the body to come alive, 

to awaken its innate life-force.  The inner alchemy of WBF then moves through dieerent stages 

or phases of interweaving our Conditioned Body with the Natural Body of our instinctual 

impulses, feelings, reactions, to eventually transform into the Spirit-Body. Thus WBF is an 

embodied alchemical journey toward transforming our body (our bodily sense of self) into the 

jewel, the precious stone that it is, and that we are. In this deep sense, we are being led 

(turning our lead) into gold, a more purifed, holistic and optimal way of being in the world. The 

body’s spirit regenerates into our essental self, the True essence of soul that is our core being.

The vitalism of WBFe letng: the ood�’s spiirit show us the wa� toward transforming: itself

Vitalism is based on the view that mater and spirit are integral aspects of one whole 

unity of Being. Vitalists believed that there in one Universal life-force, a vital energy or spirit 

that is within all mater, which gives it form, and makes the organism what it is as a whole. 

Because our embodied forms are largely undeveloped, incomplete, conditioned into structured 

paterns, there is an undercurrent of dissatisfaction, of a disturbance, of a nagging awareness 
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that our ways of bodying forth our being in the world is not quite right. This inner sense that 

something feels wrong, not in alignment with our essence, not fully living (thriving; loving; 

feeling; creating…) as a whole organism, is what calls us back to ourselves. 

We have forgoten our connection with Nature in a way that was natural during 

childhood. Instead, we live mostly in our ‘Conditioned BodylMind’, the body that has been 

socialized, and has adapted to its early environment in order to ensure survival and maintain 

living. This body carries our conditioned paterns, our embodied ways of being and thinking 

that operate automatically, unconsciously. A core aspect of WBF is to bring gentle, accepting, 

caring awareness to observe how these places function at a bodily, feeling level. This is one 

meaning of the how the body shows the way, i.e. it informs us of the way our paterns have 

been operating, how we our embodying our being in the world.

We also have a ‘Natural Body’, a living body that is innate and unconditioned, flled with 

vitality and wisdom. The WBF process allows us to access our Natural Body, reconnecting with 

this deepest source of spirit and intelligence, the innate life-force and vitality that animates all 

living beings. Through this process, we begin to awaken the vital spirit, with its inherent 

tendency toward restoring our wholeness as an inner direction that awakens to our awareness 

in WBF. We pay atention to unconscious gestures and other inner-directed movements, like 

our body’s impulse toward a certain posture or motion, as well as to images, sensations and 

other embodied experiences that feel like they have a life and a purpose of their own. We come

to recognize that whatever arises in the session is part of our body’s natural direction toward 

healing, transformation and wholeness. And as we let all parts of our bodily selves become 

more fully accepted just as they are, they show us the way toward the right next steps of our 

organism. This is the second meaning of how the body shows us the way, i.e. it becomes a 

guide, pointing out and disclosing the felt sense of something new or more emerging. The body 

is also a pioneer, bringing to life new possibilities, restoring connection with the Natural Body, 

and developing creative, innovative, and more integrated embodied ways of being. 

One way to describe WBF is that it is a way of directly contacting and maintaining 

conscious awareness of the fow of living energy as it moves through our body, mind and spirit. 
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When we practice it, we become aware of connecting ourselves to a Wholebody awareness of 

an underlying Ground of Being, a source that is alive with many possibilities and potential ways 

of being. Connecting with this underlying Ground of Being in a whole body way, we awaken a 

felt connection with the intelligence and spirit of our own body and the body of all living beings.

By inviting and allowing our body to become alive to itself, to others and the natural world, we 

have access to much more information and life energy than is in our conscious mind. 

The energy, instincts and spirit of the living body is part of a larger Intelligence. This 

living Intelligence carries an ancestral and unconditioned wisdom, a life force striving toward 

greater wholeness and integration and more creative, complex forms. When we allow the body 

to come alive, it taps into this underlying wellspring of knowledge that always is working on our

behalf, and on behalf of others.

When we stay closely connected to this body, we discover that everything we 

experience in our body—whether we call it sensations or feelings or symptoms—calls us back 

to ourselves.  It’s as if embedded in every symptom, problem, patern—even in our physical 

maladies—lies an energy that’s crying out to return to our wholeness. This is another core 

aspect of the alchemical process of WBF- sensing, deeply experiencing and releasing parts of 

our life-energy, our primal feelings and impulses that have been retained, or carried in our 

body-paterns and symptoms. Bringing these patern and symptoms to life, letng them come 

more alive begins the alchemical transformation of turning them from “lead” as inert, 

deadened forms, (or the converse, as a highly charged, reactive places) into gold. 

WBF starts with bringing awareness to our whole body (Grounded Presence), then 

noticing whatever arises into awareness through the body. Perhaps we invite the body to show 

us how it carries a recurrent patern or form- letng that place or patern show even more of 

itself. Then, as that emerges more fully from the body, we hold awareness of the patern, stay 

with its whole felt sense and embodied way of being. Then we wait, stay with the whole body 

and the emerging place, be still, and invite more life, energy, and spirit to open. This energy or 

life force then wakens, comes alive, and moves (through) our body, eventually integrating or 

transmuting the two or more aspects (old patern and new awakening) into a new, transformed
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body. This inwardly arising life-energy and impulse is the elixir, the great force or power capable

of bring deep and profound change. As in the alchemical sense of seeking the philosopher’s 

stone, in WBF, we allow the body to seek, fnd and more fully enter into its life-force, both 

personal and universal, both within our body, between us, as well as around us. The body’s 

spirit is the transforming agent, bringing two or more seemingly opposed forces or paterns into

awareness, holding them with our whole body within the shared relational feld, and then 

waiting as they fnd ways to reconnect with the whole body. We emerge with a new bodily 

sense of Self, more alive, more whole, more authentic, restoring and recovering access to our 

body’s natal spirit, and life-force.

The other crucial aspect of the inner alchemy of WBF is the centrality of the shared 

relational feld. The bodily felt contact with our Wholebody self (Grounded Presence) with the 

Focuser is the most important elixir that activates and empowers the WB transformation. It is 

through the shared feld, the space between us, the energy, feelings, atunement, receptivity, 

sensitivity and resonance, which allows the body to fnd and show us the way. As a WBF 

companion, we become aware of both the body-as-felt-inside, as well as the body-as-observed-

outside- and both aspects bring into consciousness what is happening within the body space- as

well as what is transpiring in the in-between space.

Thus, the WBF process is truly harnessed and brought to life when you and I can be 

more fully embodied in the present not only with our own individual life-force, but also the life-

energy that emerges in the feld. In WBF, we are holding the space, using our whole body as a 

receptive organ, and resonating instrument for the coming of life and spirit. We can feel the 

energy and vibrations through the body, as these arise in the feld. As we enter the fow of life, 

our own body shows us the way in relaton to your body’s fow of life-energy. This connection 

enables us to fnd our own way of being present in a wholebody session, i.e. to be authentically 

responsive as an engaged and caring being. It also invites our responses to naturally and 

spontaneously arise from this embodied connection to the larger Source- as well as to the 

Focuser’s wholebody process. The transmission and exchange of energies and feelings that 
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emerge from our engaged embodied presences is the true alchemy of the WBF transformation 

process. 

Through the process of Wholebody Focusing (WBF), we begin to sense, acknowledge 

and welcome that energy in a way that liberates it to come more fully alive in us.  And the more

it comes alive, the more we tend to experience a sense of our body as a vehicle that expresses, 

or embodies, the wholeness, freedom, aliveness that we had as small children. We fnd 

ourselves regaining the joy, the energy and the instinctual wisdom we were born with. Our 

whole body, or living body, is that which has existed from the beginning, the deepest source of 

spirit and intelligence, part of the vitality that animates all living beings.  It is a radiant core of 

aliveness and intelligence connecting to the whole feld of Being. 

The emphasis in WBF is very directly on our body. We take our cues from whatever 

arises from the body itself. Whether it comes as gesture, spontaneous movement, sensation or 

inclination, we follow its silent clues and signals. Learning to sense that communication more 

fully is ofen like learning a foreign language. There’s a real shifing of gears as we transition 

from mind as leader to mind as receptor, following the body’s lead, i.e. letng the body show us

the way (back to ourselves & beyond ourselves). It is the living body, the body’s vital life force, 

that guides us, shows us the way. The body also shows us the way it has been- i.e. our 

conditioned and habituated paterns of embodying our being in the world. WB Transformation 

is thus a product of the body’s unfoldment toward: 1) Retrieving the life-energy and spirit held 

within the Conditioned Body (paterns); 2) Returning to and recovering our Natural Body; and 

3) Reconnecting and reintegrating these vital energies, transcending to the Spirit-Body of 

wholeness.

Patterns as emoodied life stances

Paterns are regular and repeated ways in which something happens or is done. When 

we call something a patern, we are generally referring to a kind of template, model, i.e. a 

constellation of qualities, behaviors, reactions and tendencies that form a consistent and 

characteristic style or manner. Almost always these paterns are formed early in life – becoming
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so ingrained, entrenched and embodied that they operate outside of awareness, as if they have

a lifel will of their own. Another way to think of paterns is that they are embodied life stances 

that the psyche took in relation to traumas, environments, interactions and life events. More 

than just beliefs, or attudes, life-stances can shape our whole existence – showing themselves 

through various embodied paterns. Examples of this include: behaviorslhabits; certain ways of 

livinglrelating; emotional reactivity; bodily postureslcomportment; and moodslenergy loss. 

WBF enables us to gain increased awareness of how our paterns operate at a bodily level- their

physical and emotional way of being. We can both observe bodily paterns, enter into and 

embody them more fully, and allow each patern to show more of itself. As the patern (or inner

place) is contacted and stayed with more deeply, it can itself come alive and reveal its 

undercurrents of energy, feeling and intentionality- thus enabling these paterns to become 

more aware of themselves. Through increased refexive (self) awareness, our paterns can 

reassess their ways of functioning, in light of the present, the safe, supportive environment we 

create. As places unwind, and unfold their own natural energy and feelings, those aspects of 

the vital life-force that became imbedded within the conditioned paterning, open to 

awareness. This begins to release the energy and feeling qualities bound up in the patern- so 

that it can fow more freely through the whole body and psyche. 

Bodil� piatterns as dispiirited pirocess

Throughout our lifetime, especially our early life, there are events, situations, 

environments, and interactions that result in us renouncing, repressing, or disassociating from 

our primal energy of spirit. When the connection with spirit has been broken, ruptured, 

oppressed, or violated, its life-energy becomes encapsulated, dispersed or disembodied – 

resulting in a deeply dispirited place within us. This type of process can become so pervasive 

that it takes on a life of its own, i.e. evokes depressed moods, embodied stances and repetitive 

paterns. In eeect, the whole body cannot contain or hold its life-force, as there are now 

leakages, ruptures, wounds, and blockages to its free fow. The energy becomes enervated or 

dissipated, or pushed into the body as various symptoms and paterns. WBF enables us to track 

the places where the spirit, the life-energy becomes lost, contracted, bound up, curtailed, etc. 
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The dynamic that I call dispirited process is thus a chronic and severe absence, loss or 

impairment of our vital life force and innate living energy. The prefx dis- means apart, 

separated, asunder, or negated. Thus, when our bodily felt connection with spirit is somehow 

ruptured, it becomes scatered, carried in disparate or separate places within our body, 

dieerent selves, or can be projected and felt to be carried by others or by the world. Put 

another way, our adult embodied self is one that is ofen conditioned and socialized, 

disconnected from the vitality and aliveness of the natural energies within. Dispirited process 

can be characterized by an overall quality of the diminishment or lowering of one’s energy, 

vigor, vitality, moods, and empowerment. As in the term de-press, we can feel something like a 

pressing down, a pressure or oppression on the organism to the point where it cannot bear the 

burden or the weight of all this energy pressing down, and begins to collapse, withdraw andlor 

builds up pressure ready to explode. 

The process of recovery therefore involves a reconnection and re-engagement of all parts of

ourselves, holding each one with acceptance, tenderness, and awareness, so that the inherent 

oneness of our being can begin his journey back to wholeness. When we bring to awareness, 

and more fully embody and animate each aspect, feeling, symptom, and patern – we are 

allowing and enabling the body’s inherent righting and healing tendency to operate. The vital 

life-force always holds an implicit sense of our essence. The unfolding of the body’s life is 

always in the direction of retrieving and restoring it spirit (life energylmovement). Through 

sensitive awareness and wholebody atunement, we can begin to feel the sensations and 

resonate with the energy that underlies our paterns. The living body always calls us back to 

these places, leading us to and showing exactly how the stoppage occurs (ofen opening to 

memories of their exact timeslplaceslevents). We can then re-inspirit the body and re-embody 

the spirit.
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The three piillars of WBFe

1. Not-Knowing: We start each session with a sense of “not-knowing” in advance what will

come, how to respond, or what may unfold. In addition, throughout the session, we 

hold the sense of Not-Knowing, so that the body’s deeper Knowing, its innate 

intelligence and spirit will show us the way. We let the body take the lead, guided by 

what emerges in the session, by the sense of what might facilitate the continual fowing 

of life-energy, the vital life-force- as well as what may be blocking or interfering with its 

fow. Our need to control, to know what is happening, and why, to project ahead about 

what will happen, are all strong habituated survival paterns. These are welcomed and 

allowed to be present, while returning to the sense of not-knowing what our body-

intelligence and spirit will bring to awareness. This deeper Knowing is the elixir of WBF.

2. Non-Doing:  As we enter into the wholebody space, and atune to the shared feld, we 

begin to feel the energy, sensations, movements that naturally and spontaneously 

emerge. If either myself or the Focuser is “eeorting,” “trying,” or “doing” in a conscious 

or controlled manner, then we can gently bring this to atention. The growing trust in 

the body process, letng come, and unfold whatever emerges in its own way and time is

a potent part of the alchemical transformation. Only when we can curtail our usual 

paterns of controlling and doing can the body come more alive, sensing and welcoming 

the new life, spirit and energy to inwardly arise of its own. We want the body’s inner life

and spirit to move itself, to do what it needs to transmute into a new way.

3. Non-pressuringe The WBF process should feel very organic and natural, not forced, 

welcoming whatever arises as part of the WB alchemy.  I ofen emphasize that in each 

moment or session, nothing needs to happen, and everything that does happen toward 

healing and transformation will naturally unfold in its own way and time. Again, as 
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above, if we sense a pressure, a feel of pushing or pressing, that itself can then be 

allowed a space to be explored in the WBF session. There if ofen an important part of 

our life-force that has been carried in these places. Letng our mind rest, stay open and 

stay with what arises (ofen in non-linear and surprising ways) is a key to the deeper 

unfolding and transforming. Being inwardly still, waitng without expectation, and 

letng the body’s spirit be the elixir, the transmuting agent, is foundational. 

Letng: the ood� show us the wa�e

This phrase expresses the central or quintessential principle of WBF. The principle holds 

equally for Focuser and Companion. Rather than atempting to do something to alleviate or 

erase troubling symptoms, or directly resolve life problems, WBF applies the radical solution of 

just being with ourselves and letting show our troubling symptoms and ingrained paterns. I 

trust in the life-force, the vital energy that arises from the body in Grounded Presence. This 

vital force (elan vital) always tends towards what is best for the organism as a whole. It draws 

my awareness to whatever happens (or wants to happen) of its own accord. The more we open 

to the body’s spirit, its vital force and energy, the more the whole body is organically atuned to

the incipient signs of new life coming.  And the life-force also awakens between us and around 

us- because our body is not just enclosed in itself, but is inherently interconnected with others 

and the environment. What the body shows is also inherently meaningful. What the living body 

shows and expresses discloses aspects of our embodied selves), i.e. face, eyes, posture, 

gestures, posture. Thus, this core dynamic of the body's showing reveals our already formed 

paterns (Conditioned Body).  And, through the unfolding of the body’s life-force, also moves us

back toward revitalizing our innate impulses, unformed energies (Natural Body). Ultimately, the

body knows how to reconnect and interweave all of our energies into a new, more enlivened 

and enlightened Self. It shows us the way.

As stated earlier, we will pay very close atention to the body showing us the way as: 

1. How   we present ourselves moment to moment   (i.e. the way we speak, sit, posture, move); 

how the body holds itself and the embodiedlattudinal stances we are taking toward what is 
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being explored; repetitive ways of presenting disclose our Conditioned Body, the learned ways 

of showing ourselves. 

2. Body-stances- how we body forth our paterns & inner places- the habitual, recurrent ways 

that we react; fxed positions or postures that are like “frozen” pictures, ofen taking us back to 

where and how these stances formed. These stances also show certain roles, qualities or styles 

of embodying our self. 

3. Body-leads as informing or indicating possible openings or pathways toward reconnecting 

with the Natural Body, with potential resolutions of life situations; and ways to be in session 

that facilitate healing and transformation. The way of the body is unique to each person’s own 

soul, spirit and life-history- so that we always follow what the body is showing, revealing and 

pointing toward, its implying of next steps; 

4. Letting come is the WBF aspect of inviting the body to explore, express and enact itself from 

within its own natal intelligence and inner energy. When we let come, we are actively inviting 

and permitng the body to show what is happening, what it is feeling, needing, doing, in its 

own way and in its own tme. We give all the room, space and support needed to facilitate this 

letng come as it organically arises.  

The centralit� of active piarticipiation & emoodied eng:ag:ement in the ood�’s life

 The body’s life, i.e. the vital life-force, the energy and movement of spirit, is always 

present, yet needs us  (i.e. our conscious awareness in Grounded Presence) to come more alive.

It is through actve partcipaton as a source of welcoming, encouraging and loving the body and

the life within, that it awakens. In addition, embodied presence and interactve engagement 

with what stirs enables the body’s energy to come to life, and unfold in the direction of 

restoring natural vitality, and wholeness. Our "elixir’ is the spirit of the living body, trusting that 

it has the intelligence, and knowledge to bring to our awareness what is needed for healing and

moving toward our integrated Self. The core of WBF therefore is the experiential process of 

embodied engagement, an active bodily felt connecton   in the relational space, letng our 

whole body be affected by, and then wait for our body’s authentc responsiveness.  As we enter 

the stream of the body’s emerging life-energy and spirit, we are both carried by this fow to 
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wherever it leads. We oeer our embodied presence in an engaged and real way- to provide the 

support, caring, warmth, strength, encouragement and ofen imaginative and creative sense of 

what might be presenting itself to our WB awareness. The WBF journey ofen brings us to the 

edge (threshold) of what we don't know, or haven't been able to change- and it is at this 

threshold that the alchemy truly can re-form and trans-form our paterns. 

The living body carries its own natal intentionality (directionality). As we invite and 

encourage the body to come alive, its natural impulses awaken. We notice this as energies, and 

movements that come on their own, moving us toward our true preferences, desires, 

enjoyments- what the body loves. Yet the body needs us to be an actve partcipant in its life. It 

is our awareness of, and engaged presence with, the body’s process that revitalizes its life-

energy and empowers its recovery of spirit. Since we are all somatically interconnected, your 

body can felt sense my body’s energy and thus provide something that my awareness alone 

could not. It needs YOU there in order for the body to fnd ME. Thus all of us share and 

participate in the transformation of ourselves, each other and the larger community of family, 

friends and the world. 

WBF Compianioning: as Shepiherding: the coming: of new life

The philosopher Martin Heidegger has said that:  “The human being is not the Lord of 

beings, but rather is the shepherd of Being.” Companioning a WBF process is a process of 

shepherding the coming of Being- i.e. letng the body bring new life, new possibilities into 

being; restoring connection with the Natural Body, recovering its energy, vitality and spirit.  To 

shepherd means to: protect, guard, watch over anyone or anything in our ‘fock’; to tend to, 

care for and guide on a path.  Our role as Companion is akin to shepherding- gently holding 

space within the safe container of the shared relational feld to bring together all aspects of 

ourselves into the wholeness of Being. 

A companion is “someone with whom one spends much time and travel together;” “one

of a pair intended to complement or match each other;” “a person who shares experiences 

with another;” “one who accompanies or assists another;” “a person who keeps company, 

forms a close association with someone.” Thus, the role of companioning is to accompany 
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another (as well as oneself) through a WBF process- as a helpful friend, assistant, guide, and 

support. As Companion, we are also Focusing with the whole body- in sync and co-resonance 

with the whole body energy of the Focuser. Perhaps more than other forms of Focusing, to 

companion a WBF session involves an engaged, bodily felt connection and mutual atunement- 

and the use of the full range of our capacities as embodied-relational beings. Just as with a 

human companion or a companion such as a guide dog, there must be a very close, caring 

relational bond as well as a sensitive atunement and engaged responsiveness to what is 

emerging and needed moment to moment. 

Co-Presencing (Co-P) is the term we use to describe this intra-relational and inter-

relational feld of being that we embody and utilize at every phase of companioning the WBF 

process. We establish and maintain Grounded Presence in relation to something happening 

within one’s body, within the body of the Other, and in connection with the larger 

environment. WB Awareness from GP establishes this inter-relational feld of shared 

experiencing we call Co-P. The space of Co-P invites both the Focuser and Companion to feel 

their own bodily sense of GP in connection with the GP of the Other- establishing Grounded Co-

Presence (Gr Co-P). In so doing, we are co-creating a shared feld in which there is a continual 

exchange and inter-change of bodily information and energy that fows between us. 

Companioning ourselves or another through the WBF process is always a process of 

active engagement, using our WB Awareness and embodied presence to participate in the 

process of welcoming what the body-intelligence brings to awareness. Co-P is a process of 

being present as a real person, as a whole embodied being, capable of accompanying the 

Focuser (or aspects of ourselves) through the WBF journey. One’s presence as an embodied 

being is that which is projected outward, an aura, an energy, qualities of being-present that 

radiate from within and can be immediately sensed and felt by the Other. We will be exploring 

the essential qualities of companioning from Co-P that facilitate the emerging bodily- process. 

Wholebody Focusing (WBF) is in essence an embodied-relational process.  When the life

within me touches and is touched by the body’s life within you, then something fresh, alive and 

creative can happen, that wouldn’t or couldn’t happen without our shared embodied presence. 
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Your presence enables me to connect my awareness more deeply with my Natural Body of life-

energy and spirit- in ways that I could not do, or would not let happen as deeply without you 

there with me. Your presence helps me to fnd myself and explore aspects of my bodily 

existence. Companioning in WBF is all about co-creating a space between us that is safe, 

supportive and atuned. Establishing and maintaining G Co-P invites and allows the body’s 

natural life-energy to awaken and come alive. Although we will be learning many aspects, the 

core of Co-Presencing in WBF is forming, maintaining and deepening a caring bond between 

two living beings- a bodily felt sense of We-Here.  

When we come from our heart and soul, with love, this stirs something deep within us, 

awakening life-energy and reconnecting with inner places on their journey of healing. Only this 

genuine embodied soul connection can truly enable the body to recover its spirit, return to its 

Natural Body. We truly participate in our body’s own inner life or in the inner life of the Focuser

when we cultivate this capacity to develop an intimate, bodily felt connection, inviting to live 

together in the fow of life-energy within and between us. The soul qualities of acceptance, 

patience, support, engagement empower the spirit that animates our bodily beings in the space

of Co-P. 

Much more than a technique, or formula of what to say or do, we will explore how our 

responses organically arise from the inner source of our body’s wisdom in engaged connection 

with Focuser. Thus we hold space for the Other and show up with our Wholebody self- our real,

authentic, atuned and alive being.  Wholebody Awareness from GP establishes an inter-

relational feld of being from which we can relate to the life that arises within the shared feld. 

The Co-presencing processes of Wholebody listening, atuning, and resonating is based on trust 

that responses will organically emerge from the fow of the inter-connected embodied feld. 

In the space of Co-P, our bodily being together forms a shared relational space, a feld of

living energy that fows between us as well as within and around us. Within this shared feld of 

Co-P, we become informed by the natural emergence of "something" that arises from the 

support of GP. The Presence of the Companion becomes organically atuned to the Presence 

and embodiment of the Focuser, who is supported to invite and await whatever emerges from 
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the body-wisdom. We both wait, observe, and feel from Co-P, allowing as much time and room 

as needed for life-energy to awaken and unfold however it presents and expresses itself to our 

shared feld of awareness. We frst invite the body to fnd its own way into grounding and 

setling in, perhaps noticing tension, tightness, stress, pains, etc. and allowing the nervous 

system to calm, energy to move down toward ground. In WBF, we like and encourage the body 

to come naturally alive, awaken to itself and the space between us, so that a natural 

atunement and connection starts to happen. We don't have to know how to be-with or listen 

to what is coming. This is ofen a good place to start, letng the body move and to become as 

comfortable and open as possible with the sense of not knowing how to be with each other. 

Then something fresh, alive and genuine can unfold between us. 

The core d�namic of Coming: Alive and the ood�’s natural unfolding: in WBF

The central principle of WBF, its power as a transformational process, always involves 

the dynamic of letng the body come alive. When the body is given permission and allowed to 

do, feel, show, express what it wants, or feels, this awakens and activates the vital life-force. 

“Coming alive” refers to the felt sensing of our body’s energy feld coming to life, opening its 

personal elan- the impulses, vibrations, energy, and inner feelings that are natal to the body’s 

spirit. This feel for life becomes our focal point of awareness, noticing how, where and when its 

life-force diminishes or contracts, as well as when and how it naturally expands and opens. The 

experiential feel of being alive is thus a cornerstone of the healing and transforming power of 

WBF, bringing to life old paterns and beginning to gestate new (or renewed) aspects of our 

whole being. The bodily experience of coming alive enables the spirit to reawaken, as we 

reconnect with the inner source of its vitality, guiding and leading us toward a resurrected and 

reanimated body, now more fully engaged in its own life, fnding and following its own 

authentic path. Aliveness becomes a way of knowing, an embodied awareness, more acutely 

sensitive to the stirring of spirit, and the body’s inherent felt sensing of its own “no,” and “yes,” 

i.e. its natural atunement to what feels inherently wronglnot right and what feels goodlright 

for our body’s thriving and well-being. The body’s coming alive to its vital life-force allows us to 

follow the body’s natural unfolding. The body will organically unfold itself toward restoring its 

wholeness and transforming itself into its essence. Thus, the central principle of “letng the 
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body show the way” includes the awareness that we go-with what the body is showing and 

feeling, holding all that emerges within the safe, supportive container of Grounded Presence, 

The Indirect Method of WBFe 

A fnal key note: WBF is based on an indirect method of processing the body’s life. What 

I mean is that we don’t ask the body to do or change anything directly. Rather, we ask, invite, 

and await for the body’s own natural response to arise from within its own life-energy and 

spirit. This does not mean that we don’t oeer suggestions, or possible interactiveldramatizing 

events. But it refers to the way we set these up- which is always to invite, check within the 

body, and wait for a reply (yes, no, maybe). And it also allows for the alchemy of our body’s 

healingltransformative intelligence to work its own magic, in its own way and time. This is quite

respectul of the body’s autonomy and inner knowing as well. The indirect method invites us to 

trust in the Source, the deep and vast Intelligence of the body and spirit to guide, lead and 

direct the WBF process. As Focuser and Companion, we rely on the body-Intelligence to show 

us what may be happening and what might be needing to happen to facilitate the body’s 

alchemy. We oeer our engaged, embodied presence, one that is atuned to the spirit within our

own body, the embodied self of the Focuser, as well as the energy, vibrations and sensations 

that move through the body of awareness in sessions. The information that arises is alive with 

meaning and life. 

The core method of WBF is thus very simple: we invite; await; notice; allow; let happen. 

Thus, as we will be exploring, in WBF we are active participants in the body’s life, not by doing 

or directing, but rather by following and encouraging the inner direction that the body-

intelligence, its vital life force, brings to awareness. The body has a knowing of its own. WBF is 

an embodied-relational process of connecting with and bringing to life the body’s energy and 

vitality- to let it show us the way of our paterns as well as the way to recover its natural 

aliveness and spirit.

4 pihases of WBFe Interrelated stag:es in revitaliiing: the ood� and recovering: its spiirit
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Recovery is the experiential process of reconnecting with the body’s life, and regaining the 

vitality of our embodied existence i.e. the original, primal body of spirit. We will be using the 

term recovery in this context: to get back something lost or taken away; to search for and bring 

back; to regain the use of, or restore to health, spirit, well-being; to restore to full functioning. 

Thus, as we see, all of these imply: getng back or returning to a former or beter condition; 

and regaining something that had been lost, renounced or taken away. The recovery of our 

body’s spirit also involves expanding awareness of what feels meaningful, signifcant. Our aware

body reconnects with its natural aliveness, expressiveness, energy, and vitality that is our 

birthright, i.e. the primal and original body of spirit. WBF is the embodied process of renewing 

and tapping into this vital energy, and letng it show the way, i.e. follow its movements and 

directedness toward transforming our embodied self, toward its wholeness of being. The WBF 

journey of recovery enables us to live with more awareness, more consciousness of ourselves 

and others. We live closer to the core, the center of our body’s true way of being- its fullness 

and richness, a vibrancy of energy and vitality- flled with purpose and love.

There are four phases of the WBF process. Although we are studying them in sequence, in 

actual experiential practice, they interweave as part of the circular or spiraling quality of the 

body’s unfolding: 

1) Preparatonn Whole-body-in-environment as aware container of the body’s life.                 

Element 1: Establishing Grounded Presence & WB Awareness: Me-Here;               

Element 2: Establishing Grounded Co-Presence in the shared space: We-Here.

2) Awakeningn the body’s life-energy comes alive & begins to open

  Element 3: Letng go & letng be- invite the body to waken its own life-force & energy

  Element 4: Awareness of inner-directed movement and sensations

3) Returning: the body calls us back to something that wants atenton or wants to happen

Element #5: Letng come & letng show: allow places to reveal & explore themselves

Element #6: Holding Both:  immersing in the new life & containing with the whole body
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4) Reemergingn the body’s life unfolds to re-form & trans-form into new ways of being   

Element #7:  Letng new life form itself- unfolding & expressing what is emerging

Element #8:  Holding the embodied moment- new life takes root as a body-step

Outline of FISS Morning: Groupi

       Recovering the body’s spirit with WBF:             
Letng the body code alivive and show the way

*Phase 1: Preparaton: Wholive-body-in-environdent as aware container of the body’s livife

Element #1: Estaolishing: Grounded Presence & WB Awareness- Me-Here

Exercise #1e  Atunement: Grounded Presence & 5 Spaces of bodily being-in-the-world    
Exercise #2e  Grounded Presence: Grounding & Embodying our Being Here

Exercise # 3e WB Awareness: consciousness of currents of energy & bodily 
information

 Exercise #4e  Zooming in l zooming out: Shifing perspectives of WB Awareness
                      

Element #2 Estaolishing: Grounded Co-Presence in the shared relational felde We-Here

Exercise #1e Establishing Grounded Co-Presence- the embodied-relational space            
Exercise #2e Being-in GP- qualities that foster compassion and embodied resonance
Exercise #3e Developing WB Awareness- body as receptive and transmitng organ of life 
Exercise #4e Practicing WB listening & responding to oneself & others                        

*Phase 2: Awakening: the body’s livife-energy codes alivive & begins to open
               

Element #3e Letng: g:o & letng: oee invite the ood� to waken its own life-force & energ:�
                            

Exercise #1e Inviting the body to move of its own accord                           
Exercise #2e Stirring of life-energy:  sensing the body coming to life                         
Exercise #3e Letng your bodies be and move together in shared space              
Exercise #4e Finding and accessing the body’s natural “Yes” and “No”

Element #4e Awareness of inner-directed movement & sensations
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Exercise #1e Becoming aware of an inner urge or impulse to move and feel 
  Exercise #2e Inviting & allowing the vital force to move the body in its own way

*Phase 3: Returning: the body calivlivs us to sodething that wants atenton or wants to happen

Element #5e Letng: Come and Letng: Showe Expiloring: something: that wants to come to life    

Exercise #1e Letng come- allowing something new to emerge & show itself                       
Exercise #2e Following the body’s “homing” instinct- letng the body lead us back              
Exercise #3e Becoming aware of paternslplaces: how they operate at a bodily level         
Exercise #4e Being with Not-Knowing: letng show more as transcending control  

Element #6e Holding: Bothe immersing: in the new life & containing: with the whole ood� 

Exercise #1e Holding Space with Equanimity- keeping company with whole body process 
Exercise #2e Dynamics of Holding Both: relate what comes with awareness of Gr Co-P  

              Exercise #3e  Entering into the body’s depths- immersion in what has 
been folded in                    Exercise #4e  Moving toward the threshold- dwelling at the 
edge of something new

      

*Phase 4: Reederging- the body’s livife unfolivds to re-ford & trans-ford into new ways of being

Element #7e Letng: the ood� oring: something: into lifee to re-form itself in a new wa�

Exercise #1: Bridging familiar & unfamiliar places- holding space & holding the thread 
Exercise #2: Restorative interaction: moving into expression & embodied dramatization  
Exercise #3e Recovering and reclaiming aspects of self and spirit                 
Exercise #4: Letng something new come to life and be born

Element #8e Co-Holding: the Emoodied Momente Letng: new life form & take root- ood�-stepis

Exercise #1e Embracing the body-step- welcoming the new life that has formed              
Exercise #2e Co-Holding the Embodied Moment- letng new life take root              
Exercise #3e Re-integrating- the life-force & vital spirit transform into the Natural Body    
Exercise #4e Reentering- maintaining the transformed body in our everyday world
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        Addendume 

Brief descripition of the elements of the WBF pirocesse

1. Grounded Presence- taking time to develop a felt sense of the physical body in contact with the 
environment, especially the physical support structures of feet, ground, chair (if sitng), surface 
(if lying down); anchoring in the physical space; sense of Being-Here as an embodied being; 

2. Wholeood� Awareness- becoming more aware of the body as felt from inside as well as the 
body as moving outward- in felt connection with the environment; sensing the various currents 
of embodied information and energy that comes to awareness; sensing what the body is holding
and carrying; inviting bodylmind to empty; WBA as receptive organ & tuning fork of spirit;

3. Stirring:s of life-energ:�- noticing and inviting the body to come alive in its own way; visceral 
signs of awakening, such as yawns, swaying, spontaneous movements of the physical body, 
gestures, shaking, fickering of inner felt energy and sensations, images; calming and containing 
of autonomic nervous system;  sensing awakening & arising of the body’s own life-force;

4. Awareness of inner-directed movement and energ:�- afer the body has a chance to unwind, 
and calm itself, begin to sense any particular movements or energy that starts to emerge from 
the inner source of the living body; these movements feel like they have a life of their own; 
welcome what arises and give permission for this emergence; body is coming more alive;

5. Letng: come something: that wants attention- ofen these movements (or images, sensations, 
etc.) begin to form into a place that wants atention, something that wants to happen or show 
itself; body calls us back to explore a patern, inner place; new life starting to open to itself; give 
much space, time, permission to let the body show more of what is opening; 

6. Hold oothe immerse in & contain new life in GP- enter into and immerse in the something 
seeking atention; contain what is felt with WBA and with the body in GP; the connecting and 
containing provides continued support and safety for this place can more fully explore itself; 
holding both (all that comes) allows for places to interweave their life energies with the energy 
of the vital life-force. it comes more to life, restoring spirit, and beginning to integrate into WB.
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7. Emoodied momente emerg:ence & ood�-stepi- body’s life-energy naturally begins to emerge, to 
open outward,, to fll the WB; continue to stay engaged with and inviting of this unfolding, until 
something feels like a shif, a transformation; when something new has formed this is a body-
step; at this key moment we pause, acknowledge the step, and hold this embodied moment in 
awareness; allow time to embody and experience what has emerged; feel the new lifelspirit. 

8. Resting:/stopipiing: pioint- when complete, take time to frst “come out” of the entranced process;
invite the body to show anything more before stopping; give space for the body to do whatever 
it needs to “come back” including stretching, yawning, shaking, sounding, etc; then allow for a 
moment of “dynamic stillness” in which we return to GP, and hold all that has come during the 
WBF process; invite the felt meanings of the alchemical transformation to be more integrated. 

Qualities of WBF from Grounded Presencee

* Emoodied- solidl physicality

* Grounded- anchoredl rooted

* Flexiole- loosel relaxed

* Opien- receivingl resonating

* Aware- atunedl observing 

* Consciousness of Larg:er Field- environmentl spacel in-between

* Felt connection- living body to living bodyl shared co-creationl co-consciousness

* Containment- holdingl supportingl being-with

Currents of informatione

* Energ:�- vibrationall alivenessl urgesl impulses

* Sensor�- inner spacel touchl tapping

* Imag:er�- picturesl scenes

* Kinesthetic- movementl swayinglrockingl rhythm 
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* Propiriocepitive- posturall spatiall gestural

* Sounds- voicesl song

* Stor�- scenariol characters-parts-rolesl situations

* Interactive- relational paternsl enactments

* Felt sensing:- meaningfull purposefulness of what is happening

* Impil�ing:- becomingl moving towardl unfoldingl something starting to happen

 * Filling: in- what's missinglneededl wanting to happen

Attudes that supipiort WBF pirocesse 

* Making: spiace/ taking: time

* Welcoming: accepitance

* Letng: come/ allowing:

* Giving: consent

* Humilit�/ piatience

* Curiosit�/ opienness

* Trust in ood� wisdom/ larg:er Intellig:ence/ deepier knowing:

* Not Knowing:/ non-doing:/ non impiosing:/ non piressuring:

* Authenticit�/ g:enuine caring: piresence

* Expiressing: with heartulness- warmth/depith

Four invocations that the facilitate WBFe  living: connection of Self (Spiirith with Bod�e

1. I am here for �ou;
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2. You are here for me;

3. We are here for each other

4. We are insepiaraol� intertwined, now and alwa�s…

Finding: and accessing: the ood�’s natural “Yes” and “No”

Our Natural Body has two basic responses to every situation: YES or NO. Of course there

are endless variations of ‘yea’ and ‘nay.’ Yet at the core, our body either ‘likes’ or ‘dislikes,’ is 

either drawn toward or averse to certain stimuli or energies. When in its natural state, i.e. the 

animal body or infantlyoung child body, we can easily observe how the body shows its “yes” or 

‘no.” A “yes” is revealed by all the various ways that the body comes alive, feels joy, exuberant, 

eyes widen, breath expands, posture relaxes, energy moveslfows etc. And a “no” is disclosed 

by bodily signs of aversion (pulling away; face contorting…), of head shaking side to side, strong 

protest, crying out, taking a strong stance against, holding ground, etc. Both the yea and nay 

are integral to the spirit of the Natural Body, emanating from the same Source of our body’s 

intelligence, its inner knowing of what feels right or not.  When allowed to be felt, embodied 

and expressed, the body’s life energy comes more to life and continues to fow.

However, nearly everyone has been conditioned or socialized to ignore, judge or 

override the body’s natural signals of likeldislike, goodlnot good for me, yealnay. As a result, 

our Conditioned Body displays symptoms and paterns that result from no longer being aware 

of or in alignment with the signals from the Natural Body. Yet within and beyond each patern 

and symptom is the life-energy of the body’s spirit. There is ofen a “no” imbedded in many 

seemingly self-defeating or self-damaging paterns- and we will explore how to recognize and 

access the undercurrent of energy and life-force within. When we say “yes,” to the body’s “No,”
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it begins a process of harnessing and liberating the spirit of an inner place. We can also allow 

the “No” to have permission to embody and express itself, taking a grounded stance on its 

behalf. Ofen a “no” to something is also a “yes” to Self- an afrmation of value, of matering. 

Exercisee Bod�’s “no”- Identify a patern, posture or symptom- and let us invite the body to 

reveal (the possibility of) a hidden “no.” See if you can invite the body to show you this “no” 

and give permission to more fully embody this quality. Allow to be expressed in its own way.

Exercisee Bod�’s “�es”- Allow the body to show what it really loves; what naturally brings joy. 

Let the body reveal what brings it to life, how it comes more alive. Take time to inhabit and play

out this “yes,” sensing the bodily feel of its creative spark and life-energy- its natural spirit.
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	People say that what we’re all seeking is a meaning for life. I don’t think that’s what we’re really seeking. I think that what we’re seeking is an experience of being alive, [to] have resonances with our own innermost being… so that we actually feel the rapture of being alive. Joseph Campbell
	The body is like Mary- Rumi
	He it is, the innermost one, who awakens my being with his deep hidden touches.

